2io	THE FALL OF THE GERMAN REPUBLIC
We do not sacrifice our conviction that the monarchical state form
is more suited to German needs. That sacrifice was neither asked
nor made. ... We recognize the validity of the constitution of
August it, 1919, and we agree with the government that that
constitution, whether we like it or not3 is to be defended as a
sine qua nan of the maintenance of the state.
These were even more remarkable words than the chancellor's,
and their meaning should have been as plain. Germany could
only be a Republic, and the war on the Republic was ended, but
its protagonists., while admitting defeat, also declared their
belief that parliamentary democracy could not achieve the end
of government, the prosperity, happiness, and self-realization
of the governed. The challenge to the republicans was now not
on the republican form, but on democratic efficiency;, on its
power to reintegrate.
If there was one thing clear it was that the Strcsemann formula
of justifying democracy by success in foreign policy was not
enough. The day for that was past. Making every allowance for
his belief-—in many respects justified—that the foreign political
issue was still paramount, it is impossible not to feel that, perhaps
in the period of relaxation that succeeds victory., he made serious
miscalculation because of it. He believed that the extremists
really cared about foreign policy, whereas they merely used
criticism of it as a weapon; it was democracy and liberty against
which they were in the field. Because he neglected Communism,
he did not appreciate sufficiently that Nationalism had swelled
its total polls by attracting not students of foreign policy but the
same elements, though from different social strata, as the
Communists. Both parties had drawn their strength from an
inchoate mass of discontent and social misery, because they were
parties in opposition to the regime. It is that mass that is extrem-
ism; extremist parties create themselves, or are created to batten
on it. He invariably thought of extremism as a political creed,
and so, even under furious provocation, never took it seriously
simply because to him, as to any person of robust common sense,
Fascism and Communism appear so childish, With their anti-
libertarianism and their fantastic beliefs, he regarded them as

